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Operation Nifty Package was a United States Delta and Navy SEAL-operated plan conducted in 1989 designed to capture Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega. When Noriega took refuge in the Apostolic Nunciature of the Holy See (diplomatic quarter), deafening music and other psychological warfare tactics were used to convince him to exit and surrender himself. The United States claimed that after ten ...

Operation Nifty Package - Wikipedia
Early life and family. Noriega was born in Panama City, into a relatively poor mestizo, or mixed-race, family with Native American, African, and Spanish heritage. Noriega's mother has been variously described as a cook or a laundress, while his father, Ricaurte Noriega, was an accountant.

Manuel Noriega - Wikipedia
Pastor Daryl Hilbert www.gracebiblegillette.org . INTRODUCTION. A. We know from Scripture that Satan exists and has set up a counterfeit program.

Spiritual Warfare Movement | Christian Research Service
Psychological Operations/Warfare. by Major Ed Rouse (Ret) "Capture their minds and their hearts and souls will follow" Psychological Operations or PSYOP are planned operations to convey selected information and indicators to audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of organizations, groups, and individuals.

History of PSYOP - Psywarrior
The United States invades Panama in an attempt to overthrow military dictator Manuel Noriega, who had been indicted in the United States on drug trafficking charges and was accused of suppressing ...

The U.S. invades Panama - HISTORY
Kim Jong-un's mother was opera singer Ko Young-hee, who had two other children and is thought to have campaigned for Kim Jong-un to be his father's successor before her death in 2004.

Kim Jong-un - Wife, Father & Facts - Biography
Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, the Second Shah of the Pahlavi Dynasty of Persia in Iran . The Rise of the Ancient Persian Empire with the . Pahlavi Dictator, the Shah of Iran

The Rise of the Ancient Persian Empire with the Pahlavi ...
The Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) | MI6. More commonly referred to as MI6, the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) is the UK's external espionage agency, with a focus on protecting the UK's interests overseas.

The Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) | MI6
Cyber defence: How prepared is India for cyber warfare Israel did it first. The Chinese copied it. Now the West is revving up its cyber defence prowess.

Cyber defence: How prepared is India for cyber warfare ...
Synopsis. Genghis Khan was born "Temujin" in Mongolia around 1162. He married at age 16, but had many wives during his lifetime. At 20, he began building a large army with the intent to destroy ...

Genghis Khan - Children, Descendants & Quotes - Biography
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Who shot Gaddafi? New video shows blood pouring from dictator immediately before death but mystery surrounds coup de grace. Gaddafi's last words were 'Do you know right from wrong?'
GADDAFI DEAD VIDEO: Dictator begs for life before summary ...
North Korea, in defiance of worldwide pressure, test-fired an Intercontinental Ballistic Missile in early July. Here are 15 fascinating facts about North Korea, one of the most isolated and ...

15 fascinating facts about mysterious North Korea - USA TODAY
That Qanon bullshit was happening "soon" 2 years ago. The conspiracy market has ALWAYS made its money on things being only a few months away. That's what conspiracy-minded people really want - to be in the know and better informed right before something big happens.

Russia's propaganda arm in America, the television network ...
Donald Trump to meet again with Kim Jong Un in late February. Kim Yong Chol, a high-level official in North Korea’s Communist government, met earlier with Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in ...

Donald Trump, Kim Jong Un to meet again in February
Manuel Noriega, in full Manuel Antonio Noriega Morena, (born February 11, 1938, Panama City, Panama—died May 29, 2017, Panama City), Panamanian military leader, commander of the Panamanian Defense Forces (1983–89), who, for the years of his command, was the actual power behind the civilian president.

Manuel Noriega | Facts & Biography | Britannica.com
He went to the kitchen, pulled out a handful of candles and lit them. Then he stepped to the kitchen window. The thin, sandy-blond engineer looked out on a view of the city as he'd never seen it ...

Russia's Cyberwar on Ukraine Is a Blueprint For What's to ...
CORNELIUS NEPOS. ----- LIVES OF EMINENT COMMANDERS. ----- PREFACE. I do not doubt that there will be many, 1 Atticus, who will think this kind of writing 2 trifling in its nature, and not sufficiently adapted to the characters of eminent men, when they shall find it related who taught Epaminondas music, or see it numbered among his accomplishments, that he danced gracefully, and played ...

Cornelius Nepos: Lives of Eminent Commanders (1886) pp ...
A warplane attacked Tripoli's only functioning airport on Monday as eastern forces advancing on the Libyan capital disregarded international appeals for a truce in the latest of a cycle of warfare ...

Battle rages for Libya's capital, airport bombed - Reuters
Tyranny: Tyranny, in the Greco-Roman world, an autocratic form of rule in which one individual exercised power without any legal restraint. In antiquity the word tyrant was not necessarily pejorative and signified the holder of absolute political power. In its modern usage the word tyranny is usually
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